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Abstract

With the 60th anniversary of the CIBA symposium, it is worth evaluating research questions that should be prioritized in the future. Coming research initiatives can be summarized in 10 main areas. 1. From epidemiology the impact of new forms of electronic cigarettes on prevalence and mortality of COPD will be sought. 2. The study of the disease endotypes and its relationship phenotypes will have to be unraveled in the next decade. 3. Diagnosis of COPD faces several challenges opening the possibility of a change in the definition of the disease itself. 4. Patients’ classification and risk stratification will need to be clarified and reassessed. 5. The asthma-COPD overlap dilemma will have to be clarified and define whether both conditions represent one only chronic airway disease again. 6. Integrating comorbidities in COPD care will be key in a progressively ageing population to improve clinical care in a chronic care model. 7. Non-pharmacological management have areas for research including pulmonary rehabilitation and vaccines. 8. Improving physical activity should focus research because of the clear prognostic impact. 9. Pharmacological therapies present several challenges including efficacy and safety issues with current medications and the development of biological therapy. 10. The definition, identification, categorization and specific therapy of exacerbations will also be an area of research development. During the next decade we have a window of opportunity to address these research questions that will put us on the path for precision medicine.
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Introduction

In this year that we celebrate the 60th anniversary of the CIBA symposium that established the foundations for the definitions we use today for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), it is worth evaluating the path taken in order to have a global vision that allows us to prioritize research initiatives for the future. Over the last decades, relevant advances have been achieved in the understanding of COPD. Different aspects including advances in the discussion of the concept of the disease [1], understanding of disease pathogenesis and its relation with the systemic consequences [2], initiatives aiming to identify and improve misdiagnosis [3], the clinical characterization of the disease [4], novel therapeutic strategies with new drugs and initiatives available [5], and the advance in the exacerbation evaluation [6] are some of the key aspects in which the knowledge of the disease has advanced during the last decades. In this perspective article we propose to review the main areas of research in COPD that should be priority research lines for the future, by establishing 10 research questions or areas for research that allow us to continue advancing in the knowledge of this disease to achieve better individualized health care for patients.

Will epidemiologic markers improve in the next decade?

The impact of epidemiology on medical knowledge and its critical importance in the design of preventive strategies exceeds the individual to place itself in the population, which is the space where changes in health happen. The benefits of preventive actions may have an impact in the community that can be lasting and permanent. The description of disease patterns and the investigation of their causes allows to identify the most exposed or susceptible groups, detect changes in the trend or distribution of health problems, and stratify risks and guide preventive and control actions in an effective and efficient manner. Therefore, epidemiological research results a key element to guide decision-making and planning of prevention and control strategies in the community.
In COPD all epidemiological markers coincide in showing COPD as a major condition with a high prevalence, high morbidity, with a high impact on the relationship between quality and quantity of life, and constituting a high burden for the health system [7]. The study of the disease prevalence progression and its determinants has represented one of the key aspects of research worldwide [8-11]. In particular, the identification of prevalence determinants including sex, age, tobacco prevalence, and poverty among others, depicts the situation of specific geographical areas to target for an intervention. Current epidemiological studies being carried out [12], will help understanding the progression of the disease in the next decade will provide a window of opportunity to select these geographical areas needing specific actions.

Similarly, the debate on the factors associated with a direct impact on the population, i.e. mortality and disability-adjusted life years, represents another challenge. Although previous studies have shown a decrease in the mortality rates [13], COPD keeps being the 4th cause of mortality worldwide with a slower decreasing pace as compared to other highly prevalent diseases [14]. The understanding of future trends with the advent of new therapeutic strategies will need close surveillance in the coming decade.

In this context, the study of the prevalence of traditional tobacco with cigarettes, other traditional consumptions such as cigar, pipe or hookah, as well as new forms of electronic smoking should be studied in the coming years. The use of alternatives to traditional smoking has increased in the last decade (figure 1) [15]. Available but still incipient evidence indicates that new forms of electronic smoking are a risk factor for developing COPD with potentially worsening its prognosis as shown with traditional cigarettes [16-18]. Notably, from the occurrence of death cases associated with electronic cigarettes, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has recently released a safety alert recommending against the use of e-cigarette products [19]. With the rise of this forms of electronic smoking, the next few years should also focus on studying its impact on epidemiological markers in COPD.
Will we be able to unravel the endotype-phenotype black box?

The study of the disease endotypes and its relationship with the clinical expression has constituted part of the research effort during the last decade [20]. Currently, we know that COPD has different clinical behaviors and that, in turn, they have considerable biological variability that does not always correspond to the clinical presentation [21]. Although various biological pathways have been identified that interact in the pathogenesis of the disease, the relationship between biological phenomena (endotypes) and clinical manifestations (phenotypes) has not been revealed to date. The pattern of behavior seems to be related in such a way that the combination of different biological pathways unequally can result in the same clinical phenotype, and also some clinical presentations may participate from different biological pathways. This may be expected because the clinical manifestation of airway diseases is limited. However, the relationships between the numerous agents described in the pathogenesis of the disease are considerably more numerous (figure 2). Current trends suggest that we may get too late when studying disease pathogenesis and it has been suggested that only by early endotyping at the beginning of the disease could give us a chance to identify disease biological behaviors at early stages [22, 23]. Additionally, the combination of experimental models [24] followed by clinical models should also help addressing this relevant issue. Probably multi-omics and advanced bioinformatics will be able to provide us a more comprehensive and understandable picture that will allow the identification of new therapeutic targets [25] (figure 2). Of note, there are research consortia dedicated to answering this question [26-28] that will shed some light in the next decade.

Will we finally improve diagnosis, or will we change the diagnostic criteria?

Recent studies suggest that approximately 70% of COPD worldwide may be underdiagnosed and that between 30% and 60% of patients with a previous physician
diagnosis of COPD do not actually have the disease, being over-diagnosed [3]. The consequences of this incorrect or wrong diagnosis impacts several domains, with many patients receiving pharmacological treatment not needed and with a potential for drug-related adverse effects, providing health services to the wrong people, subject them to tests, label them as sick or at-risk, tell them to live differently by modifying their daily habits, or insist on monitoring them regularly. Finally, it also impacts on the health system leading to potential extra costs [29]. The reasons behind this high proportion or inaccurate diagnosis are multifactorial, where a low perception of symptoms among the population [30] combined with limited resources [31] and low awareness among physicians [32] combine to give rise to a perfect storm.

Several initiatives have been proposed to increase the suspicion, including validated questionnaires [33, 34], micro-spirometers [35], or simplified on FEV$_6$-based devices like the COPD-6 [36] or Piko-6 [37]. Additionally, another setting worth exploring in the near future is the hospital admission as an opportunity to detect cases. Currently, evidence on the validity and reliability of spirometry performed during admission is scarce due to the heterogeneity and limitations of available studies. However, recent studies have shown the role of spirometry prior to hospital discharge in patients admitted for COPD exacerbation, demonstrating that it is a valid and reproducible method, representing an opportunity to enhance COPD diagnosis [38].

Despite all these initiatives, we must admit that the results are not optimal. It is possible that using a functional evaluation to detect a functional disease such as COPD is a sine-qua-non step. However, recent advances in the importance of lung development in the genesis of the obstruction and its severity [39], as well as the open debate on the importance of the presence of structural lesions (emphysema) without spirometric obstruction [40], open the possibility to a change in the definition of the disease itself, which must be answered in the coming years [41].
Will we be able to advance in patients’ classification and risk stratification?

Two main visions of the disease classification and risk stratification have been proposed. A disease stratified by independent variables, as in the Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) document [42], or a clinical phenotype approach, as in the Spanish COPD Guideline (GesEPOC), offer two different perspectives [43]. As recently summarized, both approaches offer advantages and disadvantages [44]. Each approach has relevant issues to be faced in the next decade. Both documents should improve and validate their risk stratification categories and prognostic impact [45-47]. Additionally, the frequent exacerbator phenotype acknowledged by both documents should be revised [48]. The different versions of the recommendation documents have not changed in relation to the concept of what a frequent exacerbator patient is [43, 49]. Of note, the current concept of a frequent exacerbator patient required three years of follow-up and identified a group of patients who persisted having exacerbations despite medical treatment [50]. However, the current recommendations documents have simplified this concept, limiting the assessment of the number of exacerbations during the previous year. Since the number of exacerbations is variable over time, it is not clear whether a patient has stopped having exacerbations due to treatment efficacy or to the natural variability of the disease expression.

Another relevant debate is whether lung function should be included in the risk stratification of COPD [51]. The non-consideration of lung function in the follow-up of patients proposed by the GOLD document has been considerable controversy in the scientific community. Future studies should value the contribution of lung function in patient stratification.

Finally, the impact of this stratification on treatment selection needs further scrutiny at the patient level. Future recommendation documents in the next decade should put
both visions together for an unified global approach and some approaches have already been proposed [52].

**Will we be able to solve the asthma-COPD overlap dilemma?**

At least three controversial aspects should be considered regarding asthma-COPD overlap (ACO). First, the concept of ACO is poorly defined. ACO could encompass different situations and may indicate either the presence of both diseases in one patient or a single disease with a peculiar clinical presentation, which are completely different clinical scenarios [53, 54]. Second, the identification of ACO remains controversial [55]. Several biomarkers have been associated with ACO, including a positive bronchodilator test, bronchial hyper-responsiveness, or peripheral blood or sputum eosinophilia. Here, a positive bronchodilator test or an increased blood eosinophil count have been considered more relevant [43]. Although it is possible that blood eosinophil counts may help clinicians estimate the likelihood of a beneficial preventive response to ICS, there is insufficient evidence to recommend that blood eosinophils should be used to predict future exacerbation risk on an individual basis in COPD patients [56]. Rather, different approaches have been proposed to wisely use blood eosinophils count for treatment selection including the clinical context [57], the persistence over time [58] or the combination with exhaled biomarkers [59, 60]. Third, since the definition is not settled, there are no clinical trials that have evaluated the efficacy and safety of COPD and asthma-related therapies [61]. In the next decade, it is key that we are able to understand this specific form of COPD and its clinical implications in daily clinical practice. In this debate, one approach aims to combine COPD and asthma spectrum into one only chronic airway disease as already suggested many years ago [62].

**Finally integrating comorbidities in COPD care.**

Comorbidities, which are common in patients with COPD, have a great impact on the patients’ quality of life and disease prognosis irrespective of the severity of the airway
obstruction. In keeping with, it has been recently proposed that the comorbidome should be assessed in ambulatory COPD patients [63]. The prevalence of osteoporosis in COPD patients is greater than in non-COPD subjects, thus increasing the risk of vertebral fractures in those patients [64]. Cardiovascular comorbidities are also important in COPD and they are commonly a matter of research even nowadays [65]. Skeletal muscle dysfunction of both respiratory and limb muscle groups is also highly prevalent in patients with COPD [66]. Several factors are involved in the pathophysiology of skeletal muscle dysfunction: factors inherent to COPD and certain comorbidities that also impact on muscle physiology and biology [67]. Furthermore, COPD may also be associated with other respiratory and non-respiratory diseases with an impact on the lungs [68-71]. For instance, advanced COPD may lead to the development of bronchiectasis [68] and may also be associated with Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome [71]. Conditions such as HIV may also favor the development of COPD in smokers probably as a result of inflammatory pattern in the lungs of HIV-infected patients [70]. In the future, patients would probably benefit from an integrated approach considering the comorbidome and the medication associated to improve clinical care. In this sense, a chronic care model has started to get attention [72].

Non-pharmacological management of COPD in the next decade.

Although we have considerable evidence to establish recommendations on non-pharmacological treatments in COPD [73], the number of aspects that need research is remarkable. First, smoking is COPD is a great challenge [74]. Additionally, there is an ongoing debate about the potential role of electronic cigarettes as a therapeutic approach for smoking cessation. Currently the efficacy/safety profile has not been consistently demonstrated and scientific societies recommends against using this form of tobacco for smoking cessation [16]. With some initial trials with contradictory results [75-77] and a recent FDA safety warning [19], future research should focus on
demonstrating the potentials and the risks of this new form of tobacco on smoking cessation.

Second, the impact of rehabilitation on COPD-related outcomes has been consistently proven in different domains of the disease [78]. However, real-world implementation is far from being good, with a low percentage of the population with access and with a considerable variability in the indication, resources and procedures [79]. Future research should continue advancing in the validation and implementation of more local rehabilitation programs in the community to make these therapies more at hand for COPD patients [80, 81].

In relation with vaccines, two main challenges are to be faced in the coming years. First, to evaluate the impact of Pneumococcal vaccine on the prevention of COPD exacerbations and the prognosis of the disease [82]. Second, the efficacy and safety of other vaccines against common microorganisms related with exacerbations, including Hemophilus and Moraxella [83]. A recent study has shown that The Non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae vaccine had an acceptable safety and reactogenicity profile and good immunogenicity in adults with COPD [84, 85]. If proven to be effective, the potential impact on the reduction of exacerbations could be notable.

Home therapies should also constitute part of the focus of clinical research in COPD, with two main objectives. First, the titration of long-term oxygen therapy in different clinical circumstances, including sleep, exercise, air travel in patients with and without respiratory insufficiency at rest is a matter worth exploring [86]. Second, the clarification of the indication of home mechanical ventilation in stable COPD represents another challenge [87]. The discrepancy found in previous clinical trials has led systematic reviews and meta-analyses to suggest that, although some patients appear to benefit, the effectiveness of HMV in stable COPD remains uncertain [88]. It has been proposed that the variances in the different trial outcomes may be due to the different underlying pathophysiological mechanisms (figure 3) [89]. Therefore, we need to establish a
A consensual unified systematic diagnostic approach for these patients in order to understand the mechanical behaviour before initiating HMV. This initiative must then be followed by clinical trials designed to evaluate the impact of HMV in these pathophysiological mechanisms. Recently, a position document from the European Respiratory Society has established current knowledge and recommendations and identified areas of interest for research in the future [90].

Finally, another relevant aspect of COPD unfortunately not very well covered in many countries is palliative care. In a world in which oncological palliative care is part of the usual clinical practice, it is incomprehensible how palliative care in end-stage chronic respiratory diseases can be so sparsely considered by many health care providers [91]. A recent survey in Spain has revealed several deficiencies in the management of these cases and their support to the family [92]. Specifically, another neglected aspect of advanced COPD care is in relation with the evaluation of the social aspects of the disease, preventing the system to provide a comprehensive and efficient care if not considered [93]. Further research is needed to improve our understanding on palliative care provision in advanced COPD [94].

**Improving physical activity in the XXI century.**

Physical activity should be promoted in patients with chronic respiratory diseases, given its implications in quality of life and disease prognosis [95]. Poorer quality of life and greater mortality have been demonstrated in inactive COPD patients as compared to more active patients [96, 97]. Moreover, the risk of exacerbations also increases in physically inactive patients [98, 99]. Muscle performance and adaptation to exercise may favor physical activity in COPD patients [100]. Muscle exercise training, a major component of pulmonary rehabilitation, is a key element in the treatment of patients with COPD [100, 101] as it exerts beneficial effects on skeletal muscle performance, while favoring exercise capacity and physical activity in patients with COPD [100-102] in a safely manner [103]. Physical activity can be easily assessed in clinical settings.
using specific questionnaires and other tests, thus they should be implemented in the evaluation of ambulatory patients on routine basis [95, 104-106] as well as following hospitalization [102].

**Future challenges in pharmacological treatment**

Due to the considerable expansion of therapeutic options and the increase in the knowledge of determinants of disease presentations, research challenges for COPD pharmacological therapies are numerous. In relation with bronchodilators, the anti-inflammatory effects of long-acting bronchodilators should be further clarified. Results from multiple in vitro studies as well as those from experimental models of pulmonary disease have demonstrated anti-inflammatory effects of both families of long-acting bronchodilators as well as additive anti-inflammatory effects of agents from these two classes [107]. Future research should now focus on getting data from patients with COPD to explore the real contribution of this effect on clinical outcomes, i.e. exacerbation risk.

In relation with inhaled corticosteroids there are two main topics for research. Firstly, its relationship with lung infections beyond pneumonia. Specifically, the potential increased risk of mycobacterial infection and the determinants in different patient types and social contexts are worth exploring [108]. Second, the potential role of inhaled corticosteroids in the prevention of lung cancer [109] has been recently proposed and needs further research.

The emergence of triple therapy fixed-dose combination in a single inhalation device has led to a change in the use of this triple combination. Although clinical trials give us an idea of the efficacy and safety of these combinations, their application to the daily clinic may present challenges for the clinic on which it would be appropriate to make some reflections. The analysis of effectiveness and safety, as well as its cost-effectiveness and its impact on real life will have to lead future clinical research [110].
In the development of these combinations there are still points needing clarification. First, there are still numerous clinical outcomes pending exploration. Results such as FEV$_1$ morning 5 minutes post dose, peak FEV$_1$, the area under the curve of 0 to 24 hours of FEV$_1$, total lung capacity, functional residual capacity, residual volume or inspiratory capacity and its impact on dyspnea have not been sufficiently explored or has not been analyzed in clinical trials. Second, there is considerable variability within the results obtained, both between different combinations and within the same combination. From a clinical practice point of view, however, it is necessary to advance the therapeutic response individually according to the clinical profile of the patient [111].

The role of biological therapies in COPD will have to be clarified in the next decade [112]. Currently, clinical trials exploring the efficacy and safety of different biological therapies in COPD have yielded disappointing results. From the early studies [113] to the more recent ones [114], biological therapy has failed to demonstrate consistent improvements in COPD, even in those cases that could potentially benefit from it [115]. The possible exception can be the patient with ACO, in which a possible effect has been shown with omalizumab [116].

Finally, the medical care according to risk level a present a considerably variability in clinical practice [117]. Additionally, a large proportion of COPD patients seen in respiratory clinics have non-complex disease and pulmonology tests are rarely performed [118]. As a consequence, around two thirds of patients seen in specialized outpatient clinics do not need to have their treatment adjusted [119]. In a disease with a considerable variability in the clinical presentation even in the context of a highly selected population from a multinational clinical trial [120], future research should also focus on the debate of personalized medicine to improve medical prescriptions in the real world [121].
Exacerbations: rationale for improvement in near future

Despite current updates on the recommendations’ documents for diagnosis, and treatment of COPD exacerbations [122], there are quite a few numbers of controversies regarding exacerbations. From the definition, the differential diagnosis from other mimicking comorbidities and the different types and response to therapies at the patient level, exacerbations represent a challenge for future research.

There will come a time when we can no longer postpone the decision to define an exacerbation [123]. At the end, we will have to agree on a globally accepted definition. This definition may have two approaches, either an active definition based on what an exacerbation is, or a passive definition based on what an exacerbation is not, thus making the definition by exclusion. Similarly, we will need to advance into the understanding on the different exacerbations’ types and their relationship with the inflammatory influx in stable COPD. Although some studies identify different exacerbation types, we need to remind that current evidence comes from post-hoc and data modelling analyses [124]. Therefore, there is a palpable need to have ad-hoc prospective analysis aiming to shed some light on this relevant topic.

A third, relevant topic regarding exacerbations is related to the graduation of severity. Although the multidimensional evaluation of the patient with an exacerbation and the inclusion of scales in decision making could improve the quality of care without compromising patient safety [125] and that there are a number of scales validated for the severity of an exacerbation [126], these scales are not yet recommended in current recommendation documents [42, 43]. The next decade should bring the evidence to be able to use these scales in daily clinical practice both at the hospital and in the community.
Conclusions

As can be seen from the aspects mentioned above, the research in COPD gives us an exciting future with a considerable number of questions to answer. As the recently deceased singer Leonard Cohen said in his hit The Future (1992) “Things are going to slide, slide in all directions. Won't be nothing. Nothing you can measure anymore”. In the future of COPD, we will have to keep measuring all the relevant aspects mentioned here. During the next decade we have a window of opportunity to address these research questions that will put us on the path of being able to provide our patients with a more predictive and safe medicine that achieves good clinical efficacy from a preventive and personalized perspective making a medicine more participatory in the patient-doctor relationship, leading to precision medicine.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of past 30-day cigarette use, past 30-day e-cigarette use, and past 30-day use of other products in the National Youth Tobacco Survey, 2011-2015.

Prevalence of past month use of cigarettes and e-cigarettes are shown for (A) females, N = 50,034 and (B) males, N = 50,977. As a result of increasing e-cigarette use, the percentage of individuals using either product increased, even as cigarette use declined. "Either" refers to use of...
at least one cigarette or e-cigarette on ≥1 day of the previous 30 days. “Both” refers to use of cigarettes ≥1 day of the previous 30 days and use of e-cigarettes on ≥1 day of the previous 30 days, not necessarily the same day. "Any" tobacco and/or e-cigarettes refers to use of ≥1 of cigarettes, e-cigarettes, cigars (including little cigars and cigarillos), conventional smokeless tobacco (chewing tobacco and oral snuff), tobacco pipes, bidis, kreteks (not included in 2014 or 2015), snus, dissolvable tobacco, or hookah on ≥1 day of the previous 30 days, not necessarily the same day. "Any (non e-cigarette)" product excludes e-cigarettes from the previous category. Marginal percentages adjusted across years for grade in school and race/ethnicity.
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Figure 2. Diagram showing the complex network underlying COPD endotypes.

EMT: Epithelial-mesenchymal transition. The diagram represents the complex interrelation between the different anatomical locations, the participating cell types and the biological pathogenetic pathways involved. This complex network means that from exposure to different risk factors, different routes and combinations can be given to reach the same common clinical phenotype as emphysema. In this context, future
research should use the omic techniques at each point of the network to understand the different paths that can lead to the same clinical expression.
Figure 3. Distribution of the different mechanisms implicated in respiratory failure of stable COPD patients
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Reproduced with permission from [89].